
Indoor Teambuilding



Cocktail Workshop
Collaborative or Competitive 

There are two options for Cocktail Workshops, either a 2 hour 
Cocktail Clinic or Speed Bartending. In our Cocktail Clinic guests 
are talked though the tools of the bartender, free-pouring skills, 

information of spirits and then of course making, tasting and 
drinking your very own creations! During the Speed Bartending, 

delegates are provided with all the necessary kit to make a 
cocktail as fast as possible. Each person's time will be put on the 

Leader board and the winner will be awarded with a special 
cocktail themed prize! 

From £670 + VAT for up to 3 teams of 6 people. Each additional 
person thereafter will be £40 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 

Thriller Dance 
Collaborative 

This powerful event offers guests the chance to learn a new skill 
in a fun and positive environment, bringing everyone together to 
achieve one goal.  Lets face it, who hasn’t at one time or another 

secretly wanted to learn the Zombie routine.
All left feet are welcome!

From £690 + VAT for up to 2 teams of 10 people. Each additional 
person thereafter will be £25 + VAT. Optional Extra: Make-up, 

costumes and theming. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 
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Boomwhackers
Collaborative

Transform your team into a colourful boomwhacker 
orchestra with our unique and fun boomwhacker ice 

breakers and team building activities. These unique plastic 
tubes provide a high impact and extremely visual corporate 
team activity. Create vibrant music as our expert facilitator 
coordinates up to five different harmonies. Let us deliver 

your best ever team event. Surprise your team, energise your 
event, and demonstrate the power of teamwork. Duration: 

30 – 45 minutes. 

From £805 + VAT for up to 25 people. Each additional person 
thereafter will be £12 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 

Samba Drumming
Collaborative

Experience the Samba atmosphere! South America is the home 
of Samba Music, Carnivals, Dance and Drumming. You could bring 

that Carnival atmosphere to your l event with one of our highly 
trained facilitators. Experience the Samba atmosphere on 

authentic instruments with expert tuition. Duration: 1 hour. 

From £1,035 + VAT for up to 25 people. Each additional person 
thereafter will be £25 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport 

costs. 
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Join the Circus 
Collaborative or Competitive  

An interactive, energetic, noisy and always fun workshop that 
never loses sight of the need to deliver powerful and important 
messages. Learning how to juggle, for example; has shown itself 

to be an excellent metaphor that enables delegates to relate 
what was learnt during the session to workplace experiences. 

Activities can include juggling, plate spinning, Diabolo and 
flower sticks. Duration: 1 hour.

From £1,035 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £405 + VAT. 

Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

Cup Cake Challenge
Collaborative or Competitive 

As an alternative to cake decorating, team members will get 
to decorate their own cupcakes. Each team will be supplied 

with a range of decorating materials for teams to create their 
own mini masterpieces. 

From £1,035 + VAT for up to 3 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team thereafter will be £290 + VAT. Prices exclude 

delivery/ transport costs. 
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Murder Mystery 

There are two different options for Murder Mystery. Both 
options start at the pre-dinner drinks. The first is the 

interactive option where guests are the suspects. Two 
actors including a detective will join the group. While the 
second option includes 5 actors in a classic ‘Who Dunnit’ 

scenario. 

From £1,035 + Vat for up to 30 guests. For additional 
numbers, contact us for a quote. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 

Magic Workshop
Competitive 

You will learn some of the tricks of the trade whether it’s 
slight of hand, card tricks or even mind reading. The day will 

end with a Magic show or a competition which enables 
guests to show off their new found talent! Why not treat your 

team and allow them to take home the specific trick they 
have learnt to ‘wow’ their families at home. Everyone will 
Learn and take a trick away, with all the equipment for it.

From £1,095 + VAT for up to 3 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £290 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. Optional Extra: 
Tricks for guests to take away with them.  
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Sweet Sensations
Collaborative

Leadership and Time Management skills are required in this 
indoor team building event. Plan, budget and build a sweet 

delivery facility for AVA Candy Ltd using ‘purchase’ materials. 
Every minute counts … Newsletters are distributed, Health and 
Safety restrictions apply .. so its not an easy task! A brilliant end 

of day event for bringing teams together in a competitive 
environment. Duration: 2 hours. 

From £1,150 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each additional 
team thereafter will be £230 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 

The Pitch
Competitive

Teams will be given the task to come up with a new product, 
design it, create an advertisement and pitch it to the judges. 

This task will allow teams to develop their creative and 
business skills. Each team member will have a role to play in 

the success of their team. Duration: 3 hours. 

From £1,380 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £345 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 
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Crate Escape 
Collaborative or Competitive 

Teams are tasked to solve the mysteries hidden within the 
crates. In order to be successful, communication is key as 

multiple clues and unrelated items, need to be connected if 
the team are to find the hidden gems. Thinking out of the box 

is advised. Duration: 2 hours. 

From £1,380 + VAT for up to 3 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £345 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

CSI Challenge 
Collaborative or Competitive 

The investigation is under way and teams will have to throw 
themselves into the deep end by undertaking the many roles 
of a crime scene investigator. Together the team will need to 
rank the clues from most to least important. The duration of 

this activity is 45 minutes, as part of a rotation with other 
activities. 

From £1,380 + VAT for up to 2 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £405 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 
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Record Breakers
Competitive

Can your team be the best and break records? In this 
activity teams will be given a range of crazy challenges to 

conquer. From building the tallest tower to solving puzzles 
in the quickest time possible. Duration: 3 hours. 

From £1,380 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team thereafter will be £290 + VAT. Prices 

exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

Soapbox challenge 
Competitive 

In this challenge, teams will plan, design, purchase and build their 
own soapbox kart. Each team member will have their own role to 
fulfil. Teams must think big, whilst considering their budget. The 
shop will have a range of materials from go kart parts, crafts and 

fancy dress. The karts can be anything their imagination can 
conjure up. As the finale, teams will do a showcase lap, presenting 

their ideas. Duration: 2 – 2 ½ hours.

From £1,380 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each additional 
team thereafter will be £290 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 
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Come fly with me
Competitive 

Take a trip around the world in this travel themed interactive  
game show.. Your plane will stop at a number of destinations, 
from famous cities and historical sites, to the African dessert 
or Amazon Jungle! Our lively compere ‘The Captain’ will lead 
the fun along with his crew as guests knowledge and ability 

to react to table top challenges. This can be adapted to suit a 
bespoke product around corporate messages, staff and brand 

values, if required. Duration: 2 hours. 

From £1,495 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £175 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

Connections

Collaborative

Collaborative multi-team activity. Each team has a section of a 
railway to build. Teams will need to plan, design, budget, 

negotiate, buy, and build your railway. To achieve this, each team 
member will be allocate a role with their own tasks to complete. 
This is a collaborative exercise designed to encourage delegates 

to look at the bigger picture and avoid “silo” thinking. Duration: 3 
hours. 

From £1,560 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each additional 
team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £290 + VAT. Prices 

exclude delivery/ transport costs.
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The Bodyguard
Collaborative 

This experience challenges you to take on the role of 
bodyguard and work as part of a team to protect your 

principal as they go on a tour of the venue. You and your 
team will be responsible for planning their visit and assessing 
and dealing with any threats to their safety. You will need to 
know the roles and responsibilities of each of your team and 
be able to produce an operational plan which will be used to 

brief the team. Duration: 3 hours. 

From £1,670 + VAT for up to 2 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team thereafter will be £635 + VAT. Prices exclude 

delivery/ transport costs. 

Cake It 
Collaborative or Competitive 

Teams can work together to create one big masterpiece, or 
groups might be in competition with each other. Great as a 
team bonding experience, or to break down barriers at the 

start of a meeting. Teams will be given a range of cake 
decorating materials to choose from. Duration: 1 hour. 

From £1,670 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team thereafter will be £215 + VAT. Prices exclude 

delivery/ transport costs. 
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Ice Sculpture 
Collaborative or Competitive  

Ice team building events provide a fantastic opportunity to get 
creative with a block of ice. Its a fast paced test of team work but 

most importantly fun.

Starting with a safety briefing, followed by a demonstration from 
a professional ice carver showing the different techniques used. 

You are then set free to get creative on your own block. Duration: 
1 hour. 

From £2,015 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 4 people. Each additional 
team of up to 4 people thereafter will be £175 + VAT. Prices 

exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

Mission Impossible 
Collaborative or Competitive 

...an evil competitor has taken an extreme dislike to your new 
venture and will stop at nothing to prevent your hotel from 
being a success and have planted ...a bomb! Your mission: 
Should you chose to accept it ...Find the bomb, retrieve the 

clues...and save the hotel from total obliteration. 
Duration: Can be adapted to client’s timings. 

From £2,070 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £345 + VAT. 

Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs.
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Chocolate Making 
Collaborative or Competitive 

Guests will craft their own set of knackali decorated with their 
own choice of toppings. During the making our bubbly quiz 

master will tell guests some fun facts on chocolate. Whilst the 
knackali are setting in the fridge our quiz master will do a quick 

fire quiz where teams can gain points for paying attention. 
Finally watch your guests smile as they elegantly gift wrap their 

chocolates to take home. Duration: 2 hours. 

From £2,070 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £460 + VAT. 

Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 

Murder Squad 
Collaborative or Competitive

In this extended CSI teambuilding activity, teams will get a 
chance to interview potential suspects of the murder.  As 

well as evaluate a range of clues to solve the crime. 
Duration: 3 hours. 

From £2,300 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 
additional team of up to 6 people thereafter will be £405 + 

VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ transport costs. 
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Hostage Rescue
Collaborative 

Mr X was supposed to attend a company meeting with D. E 

this morning but has not shown up! He arrived at the hotel 

last night, was not at breakfast and has not been seen since 

the evening before. You and your team must find out what 

happened to Mr X, locate him and prepare and implement 

plans for his safe return. This activity is designed and run by 

former Royal Marines. Duration: 3 hours. 

From £2,590 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each 

additional team thereafter will be £690 + VAT. Prices exclude 

delivery/ transport costs. 

Team Development 
Collaborative 

You may have heard the well used phrase, "Time spent working 
on your business is as important as time spent in your business". 

Our team development days can offer a great insight into how 
your team really works. This activity includes both an individual 

and team psychometric report along with some table top 
exercises as part of the learning process. 

From £2,760 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 6 people. Each additional 
person thereafter will be £90 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 
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One Tribe 

Collaborative 

Guests will be divided into ‘Tribes’. Each tribe will complete short 
challenges to win gems. These can be traded in for material at 

the trading post. Materials include craft and pyramid items. Team 
members will aim to build their pyramid throughout the 

challenge. At the end of the challenges, tribes will come together 
in one big finale for Haka or Samba Drumming. Duration: 3 hours. 

.

From £4,025 + VAT for up to 8 teams of 6 people (Based on 
Drumming finale and 4 tier pyramid). Each additional team of up 
to 6 people thereafter will be £405 + VAT. Prices exclude delivery/ 

transport costs. 

Camera Lights Action 
Collaborative or Competitive 

Teams will have to use their creative talents to produce a short TV 
programme or film. The subject can be pre allocated by you. Tasks 

include establishing roles, creating storyboards, planning 
costumes, learning camera skills, and performing in front of the 
camera. There are roles in front and behind the camera. Once 
filmed, our editor will edit the footage into a slick professional 

looking episode, ready for viewing either at a later evening event 
or to send to guests after the event. Duration: 3 hours. 

From £5,060 + VAT for up to 4 teams of 10 people. Each 
additional team thereafter will be £1,150 + VAT. Prices exclude 

delivery/ transport costs. 14



“One team member, who was sceptical pre-event wrote 'Such a fun day, nice food and exceeded my expectations'. 
Everyone was laughing and discussing the day in work the next day - they have all asked that we do this yearly”

Plymouth Postgraduate Medical Centre

“Engaging, fun and enjoyable. Initially, I had my reservations about Lights, Camera, Action. However, the activity was 
a brilliant idea. The team building activity was a lot of fun and genuinely let me become more familiar with some of 

my colleagues from other departments while doing something where we could all be relaxed. Got to work with 
people I hadn't yet met. Really made you work as a team”

Spirax Sarco

“Your team made the afternoon a very enjoyable one that all the team will remember for a long time. Your team 
members acted very professionally and really embraced the event and got everyone to engage and take part. Each 

event worked well and to the theme of the day, I am still surround by “arrgh” & “me hearty”!! Please pass our 
thanks to all of the team that attended and we look forward to speaking with you again in the future.

GEFCO

Teambuilding Testimonials 
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